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Straight outta VA, Bling Dynasty, introduces their debut maxi single, "Fallin 4 U" which includes six new

tracks that display the group's innovative blend of R&B and Hip Hop. The single includes,"Fallin 4 U (Part

II)" featuring Jadakiss and J Hood. 6 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix, URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop

Crossover Details: Bling Dynasty first debuted, "Fallin 4 U" at the 45th birthday celebration for the King of

Pop in Los Angeles this past summer. "Fallin 4 U" received two thumbs up from Michael as well as

accolades from Steve Harvey and Brian McKinght. "Fallin 4 U" is already receiving spins on stations such

as Power 92 FM and Q-94 FM in Richmond, VA; 92.7 Kiss FM in Charlottesville; Q102 FM and 103 FM

the Beat and cities such as Philadelphia, New York, and Phoenix. "Nolan, Mojo, and Bizzy are just too

tight," - Billy Surf, Program Director for Q-94 in Richmond, VA. Bling Dynasty is, "the edginess of hip-hop

and the soulfulness of R&B." - Style Weekly, Richmond, VA. ---------------------------------------------------------

Bling Dynasty Bio The south has produced many successful artists in recent years, and in that tradition

comes Bling Dynasty. Bizzy, Mojo, and Nolan, combine singing, rapping, and song writing talents that

round out the Richmond, VA R&B Hip-Hop trio. Together since high school, the guys started down the

road of doing talent shows and never looked back. "It was a little strange for us at first," says Mojo.

"People didn't know what to expect seeing a black, white, and Asian kid come on stage, but when we

would rip up a Boyz II Men song or Blackstreet jam, the audience always would flow with the group." "We

always try to get people to really feel what we're doing on our recordings and on stage," Says Bizzy. The

edginess of Hip-Hop and the soulfulness of R&B is at the root of Bling Dynasty's sound. Their influences

include but, are not limited to Frank Sinatra, Tone' Toni Tony, Boyz II Men, Brian McKnight, Carl Thomas,

Kim Burrell, and the Neptunes. "Each of us comes from a musical place that is a little different and that

makes for something very unique," says Nolan. "Each of us actively plays a role in the creative process,
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from writing and arranging to producing and performing." The past year has been a busy one for Bling

Dynasty. Along with performing in the Virginia and Philly areas the group has been an opening act at

concerts for Lil Romeo, Nick Cannon, and Craig David, along with a performance at the Michael Jackson

30th Anniversary celebration show in New York City and his 45th Birthday Celebration in LA. The boys

have also made their mark in radio when Billy Surf, the Program Director at WRVQ, Q94 in Richmond, VA

heard them and asked Bling Dynasty to write two station IDs for his morning show. "The stuff was just

awesome and our listeners love it." Their first single "Fallin 4 U," features Jadakiss and D Block protege',

J Hood. Bling Dynasty feels all the hard work is paying off. Having worked with hit producers, such as

Desmond Child (Aerosmith, Ricky Martin) Joshua Thompson (Alicia Keys, Joe, O-Town) as well as artist

Olivia (J Records), and R&B greats such as Howard Hewitt and Levi Little of Blackstreet, Bling Dynasty

has learned a lot from the producers and artists they have worked with, and with that knowledge, hard

work and talent, "it's their time to shine". BlingDynasty.com
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